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LINE OF INQUIRY: An exploration of my emotional connection with color and pattern as they
relate to nature. Primary color forms the base for each of the three paintings. This choice has
helped to inform my process through research into the symbols and histories of the colors.

WHERE I'M AT: I have spent this half of the semester working on these paintings in a way
where I allow myself to be intuitive of the color palette I use. It took me some time to come to the
point where I have been able to give them a narrative:
The red represents the destructive power of nature but it is also life-giving and passionate. I
associate this with fire and incorporated a sleeping lava goddess. The blue represents water,
flow, dance and the intimate relationship that women share with water and the moon. The figure
is in a state of metamorphosis, almost in flight she is neither air nor water but communicates her
freedom through removing her mask and righteously leaping towards the stars. The yellow
represents all that nature provides, the life and death cycle, bright and sunny, the turbulent and
cloudy, harmony and balance, the nature of being a part of a cycle of rebirth. If I feel particularly
drawn to work on one it is because I am seeking a place to understand my own emotions
through these paintings. Working on them silmutatioulsy is both a struggle and a gift. Because
they can often inform each other, I find that going back and forth between them to be a healing
process.

WHERE I'M GOING: I will be adding more pattern and detail to each piece and feel confident
that I will complete the work on time.

THE PROCESS: The Process has been mostly intuitive but from the beginning I knew that I
wanted to work on top of the primaries to see what color combinations I could create, and how
they would inform my process. I started with a lot of washes, sometimes in large blotches or
shapes and patterns. After that I used a pen to draw out some of the things from my sketchbook
that I felt most drawn to according to my emotional state and how it related to the color palette. I
then started filling in areas with pattern, color and contrasting hues to give the painting a bit of
depth. I enjoy the feel of the unstretched canvas and the raw edges as it makes me feel as
though I am a weaver, working on a tapestry that tells a story.

Conclusion of the project was brought about by completing all three of the large paintings and
completing a journey of self healing and realizations.


